This paper presents a subject centric group feature for person re-identification. Our approach is inspired by the observation that people often tend to walk alongside others or in a group. We argue that co-travelers' information, including geometry and visual cues, can reduce the reidentification ambiguity and lead to better accuracy, compared to approaches that rely only on visual cues. We introduce person-group feature to capture both geometry and visual information of co-travelers around a subject. We compute the dis-similarity between person-group features by solving an integer programming problem. The proposed approach is evaluated in its ability to improve the accuracy of re-identification of people traveling within groups. The results show that our approach outperforms state-of-the-art visual based as well as group information based methods.
Introduction
Person re-identification is a fundamental task in a multicamera surveillance system to associate people across camera views at different locations and times [8] . With a growing network of cameras being used for security applications, manual re-identification that relies on a human operator is ineffective and lacking in reliability and scalability [14, 21] . Therefore, an automatic solution to person re-identification has received increasing attention from the computer vision community. Person re-identification is a challenging task and relies predominantly on visual features, such as clothing and the accessories that people carry. The visual features are intrinsically weak for matching people [8] , because different people maybe dressed similarly, while the visual features of the same people may change significantly due to the changes in view angle, lighting and observed occlusions.
Many recent approaches have focused on solving the reidentification problem by developing a feature representation of a person, using low-level appearance features, such as color [22] , texture [23] or their combinations [24] . Once a suitable representation is obtained, a distance metric is used to measure the similarity/dis-similarity between samples. In this paper, we refer to this methodology as the 'baseline method', on which we introduce the group information to improve the accuracy of re-identification.
The motivation of our approach is the observation that people often tend to walk alongside others or in a group. Such information can serve as context to reduce the ambiguity of person re-identification. If cameras are not geographically far apart, the same group structure would re-appear in neighboring cameras. Although the visual feature of one person could be different between cameras, by taking the co-travelers' information (geometry and visual) in to consideration, we can reduce re-identification ambiguity significantly. An intuitive example is shown in Figure 1 , where (a) is the query person and (b) to (d) are the candidates' images. Considering only the individual images of candidates, it is difficult to point out the image that is most similar to (a) since all persons are dressed in dark color coats and long pants. The situation would be better if we also look into persons' group context. From (e) we can observe the query person walking with a co-traveler carrying a white object on the left side. With this information, we can tell that the first candidate has the highest possibility to match with (a), because in (f) we can observe there is a person carrying a white object walking on the left side of the first candidate, while in (g) we find that the candidate walks alone and in (h) we see that the candidate walks with two other persons.
Motivated by this example, we introduce a subject centroid feature, named person-group feature, to describe the person's profile within their belonging group. By combining the person-group feature with other approaches that measures the similarity/dis-similarity between individuals, we can improve the accuracy of re-identification. We evaluate our approach on the NLPR MCT [1] dataset, using videos obtained from real scenarios and find an improvement in re-identification accuracy.
The main contributions of this paper include:
• We introduce a framework that can improve the baseline re-identification result using people grouping information.
• We propose a new person-group feature that encodes the person's profiles within the group, including ingroup-position and co-travelers' baseline features. We also propose the metric for computing the distance between person-group features.
• We conduct rich experiments to demonstrate that our approach improves the baseline results to achieve higher accuracy (around 90% matching rate at rank 5 for group members), and out-performs other reidentification methods that also utilize group information.
Related Works
With the ubiquitous growth in cameras, recent approaches for re-identification have addressed both the single-shot and the multi-shot challenges. Multiple shot reidentification means that there are multiple images or video sequences that can be exploited for person re-identification. Compared to single shot re-identification, which mainly relies on appearance features [17, 4, 23, 22 ] from a single image, multiple shot re-identification could rely on much boarder types of features, such as spatial-temporal features [20, 7] , accumulated appearance variability [11] , etc. People gait information can also be extracted if video is provided, and re-identification can be solved using gait recognition [12, 15] . The time index of frames that are associated with a person can also be used to learn a probability model for non-overlapping camera tracking [13] . For a more comprehensive survey of re-identification approaches, please refer to recent surveys found in [19, 9] . Our method, presented in this paper, can take advantage of state-of-theart approaches and improve the re-identification results by incorporating group information.
Group information based re-identification. The group information has been explored to improve re-identification in recent approaches. [25, 3] are the methods that most similar to ours. Zheng et. al. [25] proposed a method to associate groups of peoples in non-overlapping camera views. Their method explores group information as contextual cue for reducing the ambiguity in person re-identification if a person appears in the group. They propose a rotation invariant descriptor named Center Rectangular Ring RatioOccurrence Descriptor (CRRRO) to handle the person position change and camera viewpoint change. This approach addresses single shot re-identification and cannot easily be extended for multiple shot scenarios. The inputs of this method are manually selected person group images. This task in itself is time consuming, because finding groups manually in large video datasets is quite tedious and requires expertise. Our approach detects people groups automatically by clustering the person trajectories, and we introduce a person-group feature that is also robust to person position and camera view point changes. Cai et. al. [3] compute relative appearance context model of groups to mitigate ambiguities in individual appearance matching. Different to [25] , Cai et. al. use a relaxed definition of group named neighboring set, which is a set of people that enter/exit at similar locations within a time frame. The groups under this definition have no social connection, therefore the assumption that same set of people will re-appear in a different camera views is weak. Cai et. al. [3] '; also assumes that appearance difference between pair of persons is similar across cameras, however, this assumption is also weak because the person appearance would significantly change due to the background, illumination and camera setting changes. In our approach, we use a group extraction method to detect groups that form social connections, and take advantage of state-of-the-art re-identification approach, to improve individual matching accuracy. We compare the results obtained using our approach against both of the above discussed methods [25, 3] .
Methodology
An overview of our method is illustrated in Figure 2 . Given two sets of person tracking results from Camera A and Camera B, our method computes a pair-wise score matrix that measures the dissimilarity score between persons from the two cameras. The baseline approach is a method that estimates the dis-similarity score of persons using the individual information only. There are many features that can be used in the baseline approach, such as appearance features, spatio-temporal features, and so on. The baseline 
Group Extraction
In this section, we present a group extraction approach by clustering the person's trajectories observed in a camera view. In this paper, the group is defined as a set of person traveling together through the scene. In social science research conducted by McPhail and Wohlstein [16] , they analyzed and summarized pedestrian behavior from a set of film records, and proposed the objective measure for people traveling together. The group members are determined by thresholds of difference in people's positions and velocities. Ge et. al. [6] directly applied these thresholds to automatically detect small groups in crowd automatically. However, we found that directly applying threshold does not provide robust results when persons' positions and velocities are noisy, because both are computed from person's on-ground trajectories, which is reconstructed from persons' tracking data. To improve the robustness of group extraction, we use a kernel function to compute the possibility of person grouping over frames. Next, we use affinity propagation to discover the clusters/groups of people.
Consider the trajectory of the person P i in the scene as a set of sequence L i = {(s are the person's centroid (back-projected onto the ground using estimated homography) and velocity vector of P i at frame t. Similar to [6] , we compute the aggregated pairwise grouping possibility W = [w ij ] over-time:
(1)
1 Both P i and P j appear in the sence at frame t 0 Otherwise where τ s and τ v are the thresholds of spatial and velocity difference.
To identify the groups, we use clustering method to find the groups with the great internal grouping possibility. As we already compute the group possibilities between trajectories in Equation 1, we can use any clustering algorithm that takes pairwise distance/similarity as input, such as Kmedoids or spectral clustering. However, both methods require the number of clusters as input, which is not easy to group example 1 group example 2 obtain in our problem. Therefore, we use Affinity Propagation (AP) [5] to discover both the group numbers and group members. Each person forms a data point, and the grouping possibility matrix W is used as the similarity matrix, which is the input to AP. The output of AP is a set of exemplars and corresponding clusters/groups. We denote these groups as G = {g i }. We also use G(P i ) to denote the group that P i belongs to. Figure 3 shows two examples of the group extraction results.
Person-Group Feature
In this section, we introduce the person-group feature, which describes two things about a subject within a group: who are the people that subject traveling with, and how they travel with that person. For first part, we collect the subject's co-travelers' baseline feature, and re-utilize the baseline score to evaluate similarity of co-travelers. For the second part, we propose an in-group-position signature to encode position of subject within group. We compute the local positions of co-travelers with respect to the subject's moving direction through time, the in-group-position signature is a set of co-travelers' positions. The distance measure between in-group-position signatures can be computed by solving the integer programming problem inspired by Earth Mover Distance [18] .
In-group-position signature. Assume we want to construct the in-group-position signature of P i , where P i belongs to group G(P i ). Firstly, for each P j ∈ G(P i ) and P j = P i , we have to compute the angles between P j and the moving direction, from perspective of P i through all frames. We denote (s 
(t+n) Figure 4 : In-Group-Position Signature. The circle denotes the subject and rectangle detentes the co-traveler. Red arrows point to the subject moving direction.
is computed as:
We collect α j i (t) through all frames, which is fitted by a Gaussian distribution, and we denote this distribution as α Figure 4 .
As we collect the distributions for all group members in G(P i ) except P i , it forms a distribution set that is represented as H i = {α j i |P j ∈ G(P i ), P i = P j }, which is ingroup-position signature of P i . We denote P j 's co-travelers baseline features as B i = {β
Hence, we represent the person-group feature of P i as
Metric of Person-Group feature. Given person-group features, the distance measure between features are based on a linear combination of three terms: group size score, in-group-position score, and group baseline score. Let P G i and P G j denotes the person-group feature of P i and P j . Their distance takes the form:
The first term D g is the group size score, which return the size difference of groups that includes P i and P j . The group size score is computed by:
where |G| is the group size (number of group members) of group G. The second term D p is the in-group-position score, which evaluates the difference between in-group-position signatures. As we know, H i = {α j i |P j ∈ G(P i ), P i = P j } is a set of distributions that encode the co-traveler's location around P i . H i is a distribution in metric space. The problem of computing distance between H i and H j becomes one of computing the distance between two distributions. There are many metrics that define distance between distributions. We found that the intuition behind Earth Mover Distance (EMD) [18] fits our problem best. EMD computes the distance between distributions in space by computing minimum cost of turning one distribution to another, where costs are assumed to be amount of weights moved, times the distance by which it is moved in space. The minimum cost can be solved as a linear programming problem. In our problem, we define the distance between in-group-position signature as the minimum amount of deformations that transfer one feature to another. However, unlike the original EMD algorithm, the person can only be transformed as a complete part, therefore integer programming is required to solve the minimum deformation in our problem.
Let H s = {α 1 s , ..., α m s } be the in-group-position signature of P s , H t = {α 1 t , ..., α n t } be the in-group-position signature of P t . As we mentioned above, all possible angle distribution belongs to a metric space M . The distance function of M is simply defined as the distance between the distributions' mean angle:
be the difference between i-th element in H s and j-th element in H t . We try to find a flow
where f ij is a binary variable, with f ij = 1 when i-th element of H s is moved to the same location of j-th element in H t after the deformation. This optimization can be formulated as a binary integer programming problem:
subjects to the following constrains:
After we solve the above optimization, the in-groupposition signature distance is calculated using:
The final term D b is the group baseline score. It compute the aggregated differences of co-travelers' baseline features, under the condition that the co-traveler's correspondence is known by solving Equation 5. Let R = [r ij ] be the pairwise baseline score matrix, where r ij denotes the baseline score between i-th element in B s and j-th element in B t . The group baseline score takes the form:
When a person is traveling alone, the person-group feature is empty. In this case the distance to an empty persongroup feature D p and D b are set to zero and only group size score, G g , contributes to the person-group feature difference.
Person Re-identification with Person-Group Feature
In Section 3.2, we introduced the person-group feature and defined the distance function between features. We argue that by combining the metric of person-group feature and baseline feature, we can improve the performance of person re-identification.
A simple way to combine two distance measurements is by linearly adding them:
Where B i is the baseline feature of P i , and D(B i , B j ) means the baseline score of person P i and P j .
Results
To evaluate our approach, we test our method on the NLPR MCT [1] dataset. The Dataset 1 and 2 of NLPR MCT is used for evaluation. For both datasets, there are three synchronous videos (resolution: 320x240, 20 frames per-second) from three non-overlapping cameras. We use the videos produced by two outdoor cameras for evaluation. The number of people in each dataset are presented in Table 1 . The dataset provides the ground truth annotation, which includes the bounding box tracking for each person. The persons' X-Y plane locations are computed by back projecting the mid-bottom of bounding boxes, and the homography is estimated interactively, off-line.
The group information is extracted using proposed algorithm in Section 3.1. In dataset 1, both Camera 1 and Camera 2 have 18 persons traveling with co-travelers and form 8 groups (with size greater than 1). In dataset 2, 35 and 31 persons travel with co-travelers and they form 16 and 15 groups in Camera 1 and Camera 2, respectively.
When one person in a camera is given, we computes their person-group feature and compute the distance to all the persons in another camera, and sort the persons in an ascending order based on the distance value. The rank score is the order of ground truth person in the sorted person list. Some examples of query and candidates person/group imCamera 1 Camera 2 Common Dataset 1 76  78  72  Dataset 2 115 111 105 Figure 5 : Two Examples of Re-identification Results. For each query, the image of query person and the group that person belongs to are shown. We display the matching results of baseline approach [4] and our approach. The top five candidate are shown, we display the image of candidate and the group that candidate belongs to in each grid. The ground truth matching is labeled by green boxes, where the rank is also given at right. The ranks with star symbols are the results obtain using our approach, otherwise the ranks are computed by baseline approach.
ages are demonstrate in Figure 5 . The results obtained using [4] are also provided.
To test the performance of our method under difference baseline methods, we conduct experiments using the average RGB histogram of person's foreground pixels and the Symmetry-Driven Accumulation of Local Features (SDALF) [4] . Both methods require background subtraction, which is obtained using ViBe [2] . We measure the performance using Cumulative Match Curve (CMC) [10] . The results are shown in Figure 7 . The matching rates comparison between our approaches and baseline methods at rank 1, 5, and 10 are given in Table 2 Since our approach depends on the group information that given by the group extraction method, we want to discover how different group extraction algorithms affect the re-identification results. We choose Ge et. al. [6] as the comparing group extraction method. The results is illustrated in Figure 6 . As seen, using group information extracted by either methods lead to an improvement in accuracy compared to the baseline approach. In Dataset 1, our approach provides similar accuracy as with [6] , while Figure 6: CMC curves for person re-identification using group information extracted using our approach and that of Ge. et. al. [6] . in Dataset 2, our approach is slightly better. The reason is that Dataset 1 has less crowded scenes and the group extraction task is relatively easier. However, the scenes are more crowded in Dataset 2 and the performance of [6] is effected by directly using the threshold and noisy trajectories. Our group extraction algorithm handles noise better by computing the grouping probability using a kernel function.
We also compare our approach to [25] and [3] , both of which use group information as context to improve the accuracy of individual re-id. The first approach [25] extracts Center Rectangular Ring Ratio-Occurrence (CRRRO) descriptor as group context feature from a manually selected static group image. Although our dataset consists of videos, we generate a group image by randomly picking one frame that includes all group members to compute CRRRO. The distance between CRRRO features are linearly combined with other appearance based distance as the final score. The second work uses Relative Appearance Context (RAC) feature as group context, which measures the appearance difference of person to the near-by people. The distance of appearance feature are also linearly combined with relative appearance context distance as the final distance value. To make sure the comparison is fair, in both comparison methods, we use SDALF to represent the individual appearance feature. We use parameters as suggested by respective auDataset Rank Our SDALF CRRRO RAC Results are as shows in Figure 8 . The matching rates at rank 1, 5, and 10 are given in Table 3 . As seen, there is an overall improvement in re-identification accuracy. To further evaluate the impact of the person-group feature, we specifically restrict the dataset to those ID's that are found in a group. Results obtained on this restricted dataset are as shown in Figures 8(b) and (d).
As we can see from the results, our method provides the best performance in both datasets. By looking into the CMC for all persons (Figure 8 (a) and (c)), we can observe that the accuracy is boosted through our approach. In general, the accuracy is slightly better than compared approaches. However, as seen through the CMC of group persons (Figure 8(b) and (d)), our method is able to reach accuracy of around 90% at rank 5, which is significantly better then the baseline method and compared approaches.
Conclusion
In this paper, we address the problem of person reidentification using subject centric group features. We proposed person-group feature that encodes the geometry and visual information of groups. The distance between person-group features are computed by solving an integer programming problem. The final distance ia a linear combination of person-group feature distance and a baseline distance obtained by considering feature of an individual. We demonstrate that our proposed method can always improve the accuracy of a baseline approach, and outperform the state-of-the-art group information based reidentification approaches. In current algorithm, we don't introduce weights to balance the contribution of different terms in subjects' distances because our approach is unsupervised. In the future, we plan to extend our method to be able to learn the optimal weights automatically. We also plan to explore the group/crowd behaviors to further reduce the ambiguity of person re-identification.
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